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Within our Safe Haven we have tried to replicate the
Researcher’s own PC desktop as much as possible. We
have installed the 3 major Statistical programmes
(SPSS, SAS and Stata) along with more bespoke
programmes
Challenges
• Installing software and updates without an internet
connection results in clients having to be copied to
the server and installed locally
• The type of licences – not all software providers
have a Terminal Service option
• Dealing with Free/Addins the Researchers are used
to downloading and using, for example Run ML Win,
requires flexibility on installing files and a Test
Server to be in place
The Grampian Safe Haven is split across the University of Aberdeen (UoA) and the NHS network.
The identifiable information and the linkage key, are stored on the NHS Network. The UoA
Network is made up of a SQL server, Terminal Access Server and an EMC CIFS Server. The SQL
Server allows the Analyst team to perform linkages and extractions but contains no identifiable
data. It also allows the team to link to other UOA platforms of data through linked servers.
'Safe havens' should be developed as an environment for population-based research in which
the risk of identifying individuals is minimised… researchers are bound by a strict code,
preventing disclosure of any personally identifying information, and providing sanctions in case
of breach of confidentiality.
(Thomas and Walport, Data Sharing Review Report 2008)
The Grampian Data Safe Haven (DaSH), a joint technical venture between University of
Aberdeen and NHS Grampian, was established in May 2012 to provide a safe and secure
environment to facilitate access to data for health research. DaSH is part of the Scottish
Network of Safe Havens.
DaSH is primarily for unconsented linked data focussing on the following areas to manage risk
whilst facilitating health research:
The following mechanisms are in place to prevent
unauthorised data access/leakage:-
• Databases created within the SQL server are encrypted
using the SQL certificate.
• Data held on the EMC NAS is stored in its own storage
pool.
• Disks from this enclosure are not returned to the
manufacturer when faulty.
• Data is regularly backed up in an encrypted format and
has its own storage pool and recovery password.
• Access to all the safe haven servers is restricted by userid
and/or specific workstations on the UoA network.
• For highly sensitive projects a physical safe room with
Dumb Terminal access is provided
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Transparency
The Terminal Access Server acts as a Research Platform enabling the Researchers to log in, and
analyse their datasets, write code and produce outputs. Outputs, on request, can be released
from the Safe Haven. Behind the Terminal Access Server sits a secure EMC NAS share, within
this shared area, each project has its own folder and set of permissions. Only a small group are
able to administer permissions and this group is completely separate from the Safe Haven Team.
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Risk to patient confidentiality
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Safe settings:
• Patient identifiable data is stored separately on a secure NHS server
with controlled access.
• Only trained ‘approved’ analysts can access identifiable information
• For highly sensitive data one analyst sees only the identifiers and
another sees only clinical and demographic data.
• Linked datasets stored on separate servers
• Access to linked data restricted
• No patient level data leaves the safe haven
Safe People:
• Only named and trained ‘approved’ researchers can access linked
data sets
• Researchers cannot access patient identifiers
• Researchers analyse anonymous linked data
• No patient level data leaves the safe haven
• Investigators sign a Declaration to adhere to working practices
• Penalties for misconduct
Safe Projects
• Each project has its own Data
Linkage Plan (DLP) and a Data
Management Plan (DMP)
• All appropriate approvals in place:
• Sponsorship
• Privacy Advisory Committee
• Research Ethics
• NHS R&D
• Caldicott Guardian
• Data Custodian
Safe Outputs
• No individual patient level data
can be printed, copied or removed
from the safe haven
• Research outputs are released
after disclosure checks
Since May 2012 DaSH has received over 100 enquiries to use the Safe Haven. 19 projects are
currently in analysis stage, 3 projects have been completed, and 11 new projects are due to
start. It is an ever evolving world and DaSH has also been used as a Data Hosting Platform for
consented studies where Custodians have seen the above benefits and requested their data be
stored in the Safe Haven environment.
Benefits for Researchers:
• Support for data linkage research
• Support for DMP and permissions
• Remote access desktop
• Safe Room: ‘Farr Scotland Researcher
Lab’
Benefits for Data Custodians:
• Data stays on site
• Support for data linkage research
• Datasets for multiple use
• Data sharing for collaboration (Sensitive
data, large extracts, data release policy)
Benefits
As part of the Federated Network of Safe Havens
we will shortly be working to a Safe Haven
Charter based around the core principles
of ISO 27001.
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